The Leo Baeck College Lehrhaus programme is designed
to promote the development and growth of adult Jewish
learning for 21st Century Jews.
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The teacher provided excellent teaching materials and in particular,
great illustrations. She explained everything very clearly and was happy
to answer any questions by email after the sessions and to suggest
further reading. She really provided insights into a topic I must admit
I was at first a bit doubtful about and made me want to learn more.

“

All details about the courses, including start dates, prices
and registration can be found on our website at:
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The best course of the several I have taken in the two years
since I moved to London.

AT THE HEART OF PROGRESSIVE JUDAISM
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The format worked extremely well. The use of Zoom to connect us all
produced very few hitches. We could see and hear each other clearly so it
felt as if we were gathered around a table, poring over the selected texts
and puzzling about them together. My fellow students brought diverse
insights to the texts, drawn from their studies, experiences and reflections
and we treated each other's contributions with interest and respect. Over
time we really began to feel like a community of inquiry.
he choice of sources and
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Home of Adult Jewish Learning
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ON-LINE courses for spring 2019!

“

I'm not sure what I expected when I signed up for the four-week online
course on 'Reading troubling texts from Torah' as part of the Lehrhaus
programme at Leo Baeck College. I remember wondering if I'd end up in a
group of students who were well-informed in Talmudical hermeneutics,
leaving me with nothing much to contribute apart from 'That text just makes
me really uncomfortable.' Also, I wondered about the online format. Would
it all be technical and distant? Despite those misgivings, I decided to give it a
go. I'm so glad that I did.

LEHRHAUS
In the Clouds

Dates (all in 2019)

Description of ON-LINE courses

Thursdays 7.30pm - 9.00pm
28 March, 4, 11, 18 April
Sundays 11.00am - 12.30pm
3, 10, 17, 24 March

Radically Re-Thinking the Exodus Story
RABBI DR DEBORAH KAHN-HARRIS & RABBI ROBYN ASHWORTH-STEEN

Reflections on Women in Modern Jewish Philosophy,
History and Art
PROFESSOR MELISSA RAPHAEL

Thursdays 7.00pm - 8.30pm
7, 14, 21, 28 February
Jeudi 7.30pm - 9.00pm
24, 31 Janvier, 7, 14 Février

Introduction to Jewish Ethics: Torah of Money
MIRIAM EDELMAN

Textes troublants de la Torah (in French)
RABBI DR RENE PFERTZEL

Tuesdays 5.30pm - 7.30pm
5 February - 2 April

ULPAN – Modern Hebrew – Beginners

Tuesdays 3.15pm - 5.15pm
5 February - 2 April

ULPAN – Modern Hebrew – Intermediates
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For all information about the courses, enrolment and payment:

visit us - www.lbc.ac.uk

email us - lehrhaus@lbc.ac.uk

call us - 020 8349 5600

